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A Digital Repository Is
“A digital collections that preserve 
and provide access to the 
intellectual output of an 
institution.”*
* Raym Crow The case for institutional repositories: a SPARC position paper. 2002.
A Digital Repository Contains
• Pre-prints (pre-refereed papers) or Post-prints 
(post-refereed papers)
• Undergraduate senior or honors theses
• Non-static resources (e.g., sound and video 
files)
• Conference papers
• Book chapters
• Dissertations and theses
• Reports
• Open Access journals
• Presentations
• Teaching materials
Benefits of a Digital Repository
? Scholarly work and publications are 
maintained in one location
? Scholarly work and publications are 
accessible via one website
? Information is accessible to 
world-wide community
? Information is accessible for 
generations to come
Benefits of a Digital Repository
? Indexed by Google
? Establishes idea precedence
? Facilitates collaboration opportunities 
and rapid dissemination of ideas
? Facilitates peer review
? Increases citation of work
Institutions Using DigitalCommons
• Boston College
• Carleton College
• Cornell – School of Industrial & Labor Relations
• Dickinson College
• Macalester College
• Middlebury College
• Pace University
• Simmons College
• Stevens Institute of Technology
• Thomas Jefferson University
• Trinity University (Texas)
• University of Connecticut
• University of Nebraska - Lincoln
• University of Pennsylvania
• University of Texas at El Paso
• California Digital Library (Bepress charter site)
• Florida State University (Bepress charter site)
• New England Law Library Repository, including University of 
Connecticut, Cornell and Yale (Bepress charter site)
Discussion Points
? Open Access
? Idea Ownership/Authenticity
? Elsevier
• Preprints
• Postprints
? Copyright/intellectual property 
implications
? Publishing implications
? Ownership of work post-publication in 
digital repository
How It Works
? URLs are established for each 
participating department or center
? Works are uploaded by participants 
and then posted by a website 
administrator
? Works are indexed and accessible 
immediately upon posting 
How It Looks



Implement Creative 
Commons for 
control of 
intellectual property 
rights
Managing digital 
assets enables 
discovery and access
Author Report
From: NO_REPLY@dctmc.bepress.com [mailto:NO_REPLY@dctmc.bepress.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2005 11:18 AM
To: Johnson, Janet G
Subject: Usage Statistics for your DigitalCommons@The Texas Medical Center article
Dear Author,
As a service to our authors, we are pleased to provide you with a monthly report tracking 
readership for your article:
"Active Learning in Nursing Education“
75 full-text downloads between 2005-06-02 and 2005-07-05
159 full-text downloads since date of posting (2005-04-01)
To encourage readership, simply refer people to the following web address:
http://digitalcommons.library.tmc.edu/uthson_ceirpubs/1
Please note that "full-text download" refers specifically to the number of times the full 
text of the article was downloaded from the site. 
To increase readership of your work, you may also add a link on your personal web page 
to the article.
How to Publish 
? Determine what to publish
? Go to DigitalCommons@TMC website 
• http://digitalcommons.library.tmc.edu
? Create “My  Account”
• Submit your email address information
• Receive “My Account” password
? Log onto site using new password
• Review supplied checklist
• Input basic personal information
• Browse for document to upload
? Upload information
• Site converts work to a PDF file
• URL (location) noted on document
• Email notification sent to publisher(s)
? Upload next document
Online Walk Through
Creating “My Account”



Password Emailed
within Minutes
Now Edit Your Profile
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Next Steps
? Determine how your department will 
proceed
• Each faculty member posts work
• Designated person posts department work
• Publishing criteria established
? Attend DigitalCommons publishing training 
sessions 
? Ask questions throughout the process 
? Provide feedback 
Now It’s Your Turn
For Help or Assistance
Contact Jan Johnson
713-500-2080 
Janet.G.Johnson@uth.tmc.edu
or
Contact Leah Krevit
713-799-7126
LKrevit@library.tmc.edu
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